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Cheval glass, also called horse dressing glass or psyche, tall dressing mirror, suspended between two 
pillars, usually joined by horizontal bars immediately above and below the mirror and resting on two 
pairs of long feet. The cheval glass was first made toward the end of the 18th century. The glass could 
be tilted at any angle by means of the swivel screws supporting it, and its height could be adjusted by 
means of lead counterweights and a horse, or pulley, from which the name was taken. Thomas 
Sheraton, in The Cabinet Dictionary (1803), included a design with a nest of drawers at one side and 
another with a writing surface. When wardrobes were fitted with mirrored doors, the cheval glass 
became unnecessary in bedrooms. 

We have both Glass and Mylar versions 
Glass mirrors are the most common variety of mirror and most people associate mirrors with glass. 
They give a good reflection and can be made to larger sizes than the 
other mirror types.  
 
Due to the fragile nature and weight of glass we can’t deliver these 
outside the Sydney metro area.  
Mylar mirrors are the safest mirror available. The Mylar is made of a 
thin, super reflective film, stretched over a sturdy lightweight 
aluminium frame. The film has a better reflective image than glass and 
cannot cut or injure even the smallest student.  This also means that if 
they do manage to fall over, the mirror may be damaged but the 
student won't – especially if you're using our "Lightweight" Fixed 
Angle– under 10kg!  If a thumb indents the film it can be flattened out 
again by using a hair-dryer on a low setting to "re-shrink" the stretched 
area of film.   
 
Please note that due to the intrinsic nature of glass our guarantee does not cover glass breakage or scratches. In addition, 
the de-silvering of mirrors is not covered as this process is a natural occurrence given certain environmental influences.  

 

 
 

	

Dimensions – Glass Rollaway Styles 
Code   Weight 

STFG1818 1800x1800mm Fixed Angle Glass 6mm Rollaway Mirror  50kg 
STFG2412 2440x1220mm STM Fixed Angle Glass 6mm Rollaway Mirror  65kg 
GMLR1506 1500x0.6mm Mylar Glassless Mirror Fixed Angle Rollaway 20kg 
GMLR1809 1800x0.9mm Mylar Glassless Mirror Fixed Angle Rollaway 20kg 


